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Abstract. In this paper we examine the performance of a satellite-terrestrial cooperative 
wireless network. We proposed a new grouping method, called pilot-based grouping method, to 
implement the space-time code in the satellite-terrestrial networks. The proposed method 
increases the total system channel capacity, and also saves unnecessary transmission power for 
the terrestrial stations. The proposed method focuses on finding out the best two signals 
coming from its neighboring terrestrial stations and uses the advantage of space diversity to 
improve the effect of channel fading. The numerical results show that the performance of ours 
proposed method is better than traditional grouping method. 
Keywords: satellite-terrestrial networks; cooperative; space-time code. 

1 Introduction  
Satellite-terrestrial wireless network has become a complicated issue worth investigation in greater 
depth over the last few years. The satellite system can provide signals for large coverage in rural areas, 
but there are some limitations in the indoor environments because of signal blocking, especially in 
urban areas. The terrestrial networks, such as cellular networks, can provide good coverage in dense 
urban areas with a large number of base stations, but are not efficient for rural areas. The combination 
of the satellite-terrestrial network and cooperative network leads to the benefits from the 
aforementioned systems. 

Multimedia broadcast and multicast service (MBMS) will play an important role in the future. 
Considering the power consumption and the antenna size of user equipment, unidirectional service is 
more suitable for satellite-terrestrial network. With its unidirectional nature, satellite-terrestrial can be 
a suitable technique to provide MBMS in both rural and urban areas. 

The concept of transmit diversity requires multiple antennas at the transmitter. But in many 
communication systems, it is not practical to install multiple antennas. The idea of using other single 
antenna device as a relay to share their antenna and to generate a virtual multiple antenna system is 
called cooperative communication network [1-15]. In Satellite-Terrestrial Wireless Networks, the 
terrestrial node is treated as the relays to retransmit the signal [16-24]. In addition to providing better 
performance, the space-time coding in satellite terrestrial wireless was proposed in [1-2]. 

In Canada, XM Satellite Radio (XMSR) implements terrestrial repeaters in dense urban cities to 
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boost the satellite signals for its digital radio service. Mobile Satellite Ventures (MSV) integrates the 
satellite and terrestrial cellular system to offer satellite telephony. This means the phones is 
compatible with both the upcoming MSV satphone network and local cellular networks. In Korea, 
Satellite Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (S-DMB) system has also started the commercial service 
since 2006 [25]. S-DMB also uses terrestrial repeater network for indoor coverage in urban areas. 

In [2], the terrestrial stations in the satellite-terrestrial system are separated into several groups, 
and each group uses different frequency while the terrestrial stations in the same group are designed to 
use the same frequency. The user terminal performs space time code (STC) decoding process for each 
group. Finally, all the decoded signals in different frequencies are combined to recover the original 
signals. In this system, the transmitting power is inefficient because not all the relay stations are close 
enough to the user equipment. In other hand, the user equipment needs to receive from different 
groups in different frequencies. While the number of groups increases, the process time of user 
equipment also extends. 

In this paper, a pilot-based terrestrial stations grouping method with less power consumption, 
faster user equipment processing time and higher total system channel capacity is proposed. 

So, we propose a new grouping method of the terrestrial stations with less power consumption, 
faster user equipment processing time and higher total system channel capacity. In the following 
section, the system model and satellite-terrestrial network are discussed. In section 2.1, the traditional 
grouping method in terrestrial station is introduced. The proposed pilot-based grouping method is 
given in section 2.2. The numerical results of the proposed grouping method are compared with the 
previous research in section 2.3. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 3. 

2 System model of the satellite-terrestrial network  
The are several different satellite multimedia broadcasting systems in the world, such as XM Satellite 
Radio and Mobile Satellite Ventures (MSV) in Canada, S-DMB in Korea, and etc. All of the systems 
need the terrestrial station to enhance the signal for the user in dense urban and buildings. 

A basic mobile satellite broadcasting system is illustrated in figure 1. The contents, such as audio, 
video…etc., are sent to the satellite by the broadcast center and the satellite broadcasts the data to the 
terrestrial stations and user equipment. Then, the terrestrial stations transmits the received signals to 
the user. So, there will be two paths to the user terminal (i.e., the direct path from satellite and the path 
via terrestrial station). 

 
Figure 1. Basic structure of mobile satellite broadcasting system 

This kind of structure is a unidirectional broadcasting system. The satellite-terrestrial system will 
be able to provide bidirectional communication if the user equipment can communicate with the 
terrestrial station. It is achievable if the existed cellular network and the satellite broadcasting center 
are integrated. The user equipment can send their request to the broadcasting center via the cellular 
network. 

In Korea, the commercial S-DMB service has started in May 2005 [21]. In order to provide 
services to the areas shadowed or blocked by buildings, on-channel repeaters called gap fillers are 
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used as the terrestrial stations. If the terrestrial station only plays the role as a repeater, the bandwidth 
usage will be the same as the satellite. For example, the total bandwidth of the S-DMB system in 
Korea is 25 MHz, and the system provides about maximum 30 channels. The repeater will also use 
25MHz bandwidth to transmit in these 30 channels. Considering the multicast service or audio on 
demand service, the terrestrial station only needs to transmit part of the channels required by the users 
within its coverage. In the service on demand scenario, the number of usage content channels can be 
more than the actual number of channels transmitted simultaneously in one terrestrial station. The 
variety of the content service is a key factor to attract users in service on demand scenario. Also, the 
more channel capacity the terrestrial network can provide, the more subscribers can be served in the 
system. 

2.1 Traditional grouping method in terrestrial station 

In order to enhance the performance of the mobile satellite broadcasting system, the cooperative 
transmit diversity scheme is proposed in [1-2], and the figure 2 shows the proposed method in [2]. 

 
Figure 2. System model for cooperative satellite-terrestrial network in [2] 

In [2], a rate compatible turbo coder generates an encoded signal sequence of [s, P1, P2, …, PN] 
with code rate of 1/(N+1) in the transmitter of the satellite gateway. In the encoded sequence, s and Pi 
(1 ≤ i ≤ N) stand for a systematic and the i-th parity parts, respectively. The information is assumed to 
be decoded by the systematic part and any combination of the parity parts. The satellite transmits the 
sequence [s, Pi] to the user terminal and all m· (N-1) repeaters. When a repeater Rj i (2 ≤ i ≤ N) 
receives [s, Pi], then it first generates another parity part Pi by using the same encoder used in the 
gateway transmitter. Second it generates STC signal format, [s, Pi]j by using the sequence [s, Pi]. The 
repeater, now sends the encoded sequence [s, Pi]j to the user terminal using the frequency band of fi. 

If the user terminal receives multiple signals from the repeaters and also from the satellite, then it 
first performs STC decoding process using multiple signals with the same frequency band fi and 
recovers the sequence [s, Pi]. This STC decoding process is performed for all available frequency 
bands at the terminal. The next step is to combine [s, P1], [s, P2], … , and [s, PN] to generate the 
mother code or a higher rate code, and apply the iterative decoding to recover the original information. 
Even though one of the paths might be missed, the information could still be recovered. This is 
because the rate compatible code used in the system is self-decodable.  

Considering the grouping method in [2], named it as “all frequency allocated grouping method”, 
the STC gain only happens in the case of receiving both signals coming from the STC pair stations of 
the same group. In this method, if there are (N - 1) frequencies available for the terrestrial stations, all 
the stations are divided into (N - 1) groups. Each group consists of two stations and both two stations 
transmit signals in the same frequency. Regarding the environment, the channel propagation path loss 
and fading between each station and the user will be taken into account in this paper. The propagation 
path loss Lij is defined as the power law of the distance between the i-th station and the j-th user. 
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ij ijL d γ−=                                                                      (1) 

where dij denotes the distance between i-th station and the j-th user, and γ is the path loss exponent, 
which is equivalent to 2 in this paper. The fading, Xij, is assumed to be an i.i.d. Rayleigh random 
variable with a unit variance. Combining the propagation path loss and the fading, the channel link 
gain hij can be represented as (2).  

2 2

ij ij ijh d Xγ−=                                                               (2) 

when the user receives the STC signals coming from the same group, the expectation value of SNR 
after STC decoding can be shown as (3) 

2 2
2 1 2 2 1 2

0 0

[ ] ( ) ( )r r
i i i i

P PE SNR h h d d
N N

γ γ− −
− −= + = +                        (3) 

Maximum ratio combining (MRC) can be applied after receiving signals coming from each group. 
Then the expectation value of SNR after MRC can be expressed as (4) 

             (4) 

the channel capacity of a user can be shown as (5) [26], 

                             (5) 

the coefficient 1/(N-1) is a time factor that a user needed to decode the signals coming from (N-1)  
groups/frequencies. If it is a broadcasting system, no matter how many users are in the system, the 
channel capacity can be described as (5). But if it is a service by demand system, different data types 
are sent to different users. When the number of user m increases, as long as the m ≤ (N-1), the station 
in different groups takes turns to transmit data to different users simultaneously. But once m > (N-1), 
it will not to transmit data from (N-1) group to m different users simultaneously. The channel capacity 
should be (6)  

                    (6) 

where the (1 + floor(m/( N-1))) term represents that the system can serve the N-th user until the data of 
the previous (N-1) user are sent. The more users in the system, the more waiting time will be needed 
for the system to serve each user. There are several problems that will degrade the performance of the 
system: 

• The receiving time for the user equipment will be long while the number of the group/stations 
is large. For example, if there are (N-1) groups, and 2T stands for the two sub time slot. The 
time for user equipment to receive a signal coming from all the group will be (N-1)· 2T. 

• The relays in different groups transmit signals in different frequencies, and the user equipment 
cannot receive all the frequency at the same time. So, the user equipment will need to 
synchronize and to each relay in proper time. It will be complicated. 

• When a user located at the position between two groups, the user may only receive from only 
one group. In this situation, the STC gain does not exist even two different signals have been 
received by the user.  
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• Not all the terrestrial station signals are able to be received. For those stations that are far away 
from the user, the transmitted power is wasted. 

• For the case of multicast service or services on demand, it will take much longer time for users 
to wait while more users in the system.  

2.2 Pilot-based grouping method 

In order to solve the problems mentioned in section 2.1, we propose a new terrestrial station grouping 
method called “pilot-based grouping method” (shown in figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. System model of pilot-based grouping method 

In our proposed method, every terrestrial station is capable of transmitting signals in the whole 
available frequency band (f1, f2 …, fN-1), and the maximum transmission power is Pr for each relay 
station (terrestrial station). Each user should be served by the best two relay stations to form a STC 
pair. Every station will transmit a predefined pilot signal in the center frequency to identify itself. The 
user in the network will detect the pilot channel and report the best two pilot signals to the system. 
The pilot channel link gains may not be the same in a frequency selected fading environment. Since 
the key point is to find out the best two among all the relays, using central frequency as an indication 
of expected channel link gain comparison results should be reasonable to represent the comparison 
results of all the other frequencies. The best relay will allocate an available frequency to the user, and 
the second best relay will follow the same frequency chosen by the best relay in order to form a STC 
pair. The pilot channel assignment is illustrated in figure 4. 

Three terrestrial stations transmit their own pilot channel in the same center frequency. User 1 is 
served by a pair of relay stations using blue spectrum. Although User 2 measures the best pilot signal 
coming from station C and second best coming from station B, the same frequency used by user 1 
cannot allocate to user 2. 

 
Figure 4. Pilot channel in the system and frequency assigning 
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The basic concept of the pilot-based grouping method is that every user should be served by the 
best two relays to offer STC, and the same frequency can’t be allocated to different users at the same 
time. The user will receive the STC signals of the best two relays, and the expected value of SNR can 
be represented as (7). The channel capacity is given in (8). 

( )
2 2

1 2 1 2
0 0

1[ ] ( ) ( )
1 1

r rP PE SNR h h d d
N N N N

γ γ− −= ⋅ + = +
− − ⋅

             (7) 

( ) [ ]( ) ( ) 1 2
0

log 1 log 1 log[1 ( )]
1
rPC E SNR E SNR d d

N N
γ γ− −= + ≈ + = + +   − ⋅

   (8) 

The steps of the pilot-based grouping method include initialization and relay grouping listed as 
follow: 

Initialization: 
1. Let number of total relay N = 22n (n = 1, 2, 3, …), and number of available frequency N/2. The 

relays are uniformly distributed in a square region (length·width = 2n· 2n at positions (i + 0.5, j + 
0.5), where  i , j = 0, 1, 2, …, 2n-1) 

2. Set each relay total power (Pr) 
3. All the available frequencies are free to use in every relay 
4. The total number of user = M 
5. Set the total grouping success counter, succ_t, to 0. Set the total grouping fail counter, fail_t, to 0. 

Set the total channel capacity, capa_t, to 0 
Relay grouping: 
6. Assume the users arrive randomly in the system one by one. Then, the relay grouping successful 

rate and channel capacity of the m-th user will be calculated. (m  = 0 as initial value) 
7. m = m + 1. Measure the all the pilot coming from all the N relays. Choose the best and second 

strong pilot channel named and then named these two relays as Best_R_m and Second_R_m 
8. If the frequency of  Best_R_m is unavailable, then  fail_t = fail_t +1. 
9. Else, randomly choose one of the available frequencies fm in Best_R_m for user m. 
10. If the same frequency fm in Second_R_m is available, allocate fm in both Best_R_m and 

Second_R_m to user m. Then succ_t  = succ_t  + 1. Calculate the channel capacity, capa_m, of 
user m; then, capa_t  = capa_t + capa_m. 

11. Else  fail_t = fail_t  + 1.. 
12. If m < M , go to step (7) 
13. Calculate grouping_succ_rate = succ_t / (succ_t + fail_t) . 
14. End 

2.3 Numerical results 

A simple numerical is shown in Fig 5. The result shows that the pilot-based grouping method has 
more channel capacity. This result can be explained due to the 1/ (N-1) factor in the two methods. In 
all frequency allocated grouping method, the 1/ (N-1) factor degrades the channel capacity more 
severely than the pilot-based grouping method. When the number of users is less than 1/(N-1), it is 
possible to arrange the relay stations transmitting different data to different user at the same time. But 
once the number of active users exceeded 1/ (N-1),the system will need to arrange the data to be 
transmit in more than one time frame. So the coefficient should be 1/ ((1 + floor(m/( N-1))·(N-1))). 
This lead to the result of more total waiting time needed for each user to receive their data. 
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Figure 5. Simple comparison of two grouping methods 

In order to compare with the algorithm proposed in [2], we assume that the number of terrestrial 
station is half of the available frequencies. The frequencies are assumed to be narrow band. The 
maximum power of each terrestrial relay station is the Pr. The relay stations located in a two 
dimension square area with fixed separation in x and y axis. In our numerical, the separation of one 
station to the neighboring station are one nuit both in x and y axis (see figure 6). The locations of the 
users are randomly generated. 

 
Figure 6. The locations of terrestrial station and users 

Figure 7 shows the comparison result between “all frequency allocated grouping method” and 
“pilot based grouping method”. Obviously, the pilot based grouping method has higher total channel 
capacity. 

 
(a)All frequency allocated grouping method                       (b) Pilot-based grouping method                                                                            

Figure 7. Total channel capacity comparison  
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3 Conclusions  

The combination of satellite and terrestrial network can provide good coverage in both rural and urban 
areas. The Pilot-based grouping method is proposed to increase the total system capacity, which 
facilitates the implementation of the service-on-demand satellite-terrestrial wireless network with 
various contents. For the pilot-based grouping methods, the user equipment only receives signals 
coming from the best two relays, and need not to switch frequencies to receive data from different 
relays. On the other hand, the pilot-based grouping methods can save power and bandwidth for the 
terrestrial stations far away from the user. The proposed method can find the best two relays to group 
together, and have better performance than all frequency allocated grouping method by space divinity. 
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